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 Release Notes
These release notes detail the changes from Version 3 to 3.1

System-Wide 
 

NEW: Offline mode 

This version introduces the ability to work within the application while offline (i.e. not connected to your 

network).  The application will automatically go into Offline Mode once it cannot detect a connection to the 

designated database. 

 

At this point the user will only be able to access the following data: 

• All cached data stored in device memory at startup (e.g. Equipment and Unit details) 

• The Work results of the latest search performed 
 

Offline mode will be indicated by the appearance of a Queue tab at the bottom of the screen.  Any updates 

made to the above data will be stored in the Queue.  The user may select the Queue tab to view/edit the 

updates currently waiting to be uploaded.  In addition, the user will note that they cannot run any stored 

searches; only their last search will be accessible. 

 

Upon detecting connectivity, the application will automatically turn off Offline Mode and all queued items will be 

uploaded to the database. 

 

FIX: ‘Add’ icon on Home screen 

The ‘Add’ icon should now always be visible in the top right corner of the Home screen. 

 

CHANGE: Deleting Records 

You no longer have the option to delete/remove a Work record from your list.  Note you can still left-swipe 

across any list item in the Queue or from your list of Saved Searches to remove them. 

 

FIX: Entered By 

The Entered By field can be included in your list of Mobile Fields without interfering with the display of the other 

fields. 

 

NEW: Refresh 

When viewing records in the Work list, you can long-press on the list and drag it down to initiate a list refresh. 


